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How can statistics (however inaccurate)
contribute to public policy
▪ Florence Nightingale was acutely aware of the use of statistics to influence
public policy
▪ Her lifetime’s work was a combination of collecting and marshalling evidence
and then using that for advocacy

▪ Was it evidence-based policy or policy-based evidence? Certainly she had very
strong opinions about the ways that things should be done.
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Nightingale’s
famous
diagram
From the book (attributed to her):
A contribution to the sanitary
history of the British army during
the late war with Russia
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What was it based on?
▪ The book (actually 16 pp) is available at https://tinyurl.com/fncrimea
▪ Worth a read! The diagram is based on a range of published data, but there needed to be a lot
of “pre-processing”….
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And what was the interpretation?
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Contagion or hygiene?

The Sanitary
Commission
to the
rescue….
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However….
according to Hugh Small (Florence Nightingale, Avenging Angel, 1998)
▪ The diagram “was the start of her campaign for public health legislation,
based on the terrible lessons of the Crimean War.”

▪ She created the 1875 Public Health Act, against opposition from the
medical elite. This saved millions from fatal epidemic disease and started
off an astonishing improvement in life expectancy long before modern
scientific medicine.
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What is Modern Slavery?
▪

Modern slavery encompasses many aspects of human trafficking and
exploitation. There are tens of millions of victims world-wide, e.g.
◦ Captivity within family or community
◦ State-sponsored modern slavery
◦ Debt bondage
◦ Domestic servitude
◦ Labour exploitation in mining, agriculture, fisheries, car washes, nail
bars, cannabis farms, paving businesses
◦ Sexual exploitation and forced prostitution
◦ No country is free from Modern Slavery
▪ “Modern Slavery” and “Human Trafficking” are closely related
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My work for the UK Modern Slavery Act 2015
▪In 2013, the National Crime Agency identified 2,744
potential victims of trafficking, the best figure at the time

▪The sources of information can be grouped
LA Local authorities
NG Non-governmental organisations, charities
GO Government organisations e.g. UK Border Force,
PF
GP

Gangmasters and Labour Abuse Authority
Police forces, National Crime Agency

General public (various routes)
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The dark figure
▪ Despite all efforts, known cases can only present a partial picture
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Human trafficking is a hidden crime
Victims may be controlled or still in servitude
Victims may not come forward because of fear or shame
Victims may not be identified as such by professionals who encounter them
Victims may not view themselves as victims of exploitation
Coverage is incomplete: not all agencies respond to the intelligence requirement (e.g. in 2013,
37 police forces and only 4 NGOs)

▪ Multiple systems estimation (MSE) can be used to estimate the “dark
figure” of potential victims that did not come to attention
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Mark-recapture: simplest form of MSE
▪ Proposed in 1895 as a method of estimating the number of fish in a pond
(though it is a much older idea).
➢Catch 100 fish, mark them, and then release them.
➢Later take a new catch (another 100) and see how many of the second catch were part of the original
first catch.
➢Suppose the overlap between the two catches is 20: the natural estimate of the whole population size
is 500.

▪ Used in the census to estimate the undercount—the proportion of the
population not “caught” by the initial census—by conducting a survey and
assessing the overlap between the census and the survey.
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More than two lists
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For example: 695 cases appear on list GO only. 11 cases on PF and GP but not
others. One case on all four of LA, NG, PF and GO, but not GP.

The “dark figure” is the number which should appear in the last column—those
cases which do not appear in any list.
A lot of work went into this table!
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The standard MSE model
▪ MSE works by fitting a model to the observed data.
▪ It fits main effects, for example the odds of appearing on list i
▪ It also allows for interaction effects, where the odds of appearing on both lists i
and j are not simply the product of the individual odds. For five lists there will
be ten possible interaction effects, but we try to fit a simpler model where only
some of these are included
▪ Once the effects are all estimated, the model provides an estimate (with a
standard error) for the total size of the population
▪ The fitted interactions show which interactions are positive and which negative.
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10,000 to 13,000 victims
▪ The estimated confidence interval is from 10K to 13K, so this suggests that the
Strategic Assessment was aware of 20% to 25% of all the potential victims of
trafficking in the UK in 2013
▪ A tentative conclusion: the model is based on assumptions that (while perhaps
sensible) can’t be easily verified and it inevitably uses data that have limitations; this
was made clear in the press release at the time
▪ Analysis also reveals correlation between various sources: e.g. cases reported to
NGOs are more likely also to be known to police; cases reported by general public
are less likely to be in other lists

▪ The confidence interval is conditional on the model selected; there are thousands
of possible models to choose from according to which interactions are allowed to be
estimated
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Results: interactions
▪ Cases reported by a local authority are somewhat more likely also to be
reported by an NGO or the police.
– This may reflect the existence of referral pathways for potential victims between these
agencies.
– It may also reflect joint operations where victims are identified by more than one agency.

▪ There’s a negative interaction (very little overlap) between GP and most other
lists, so it suggests that the general public are “fishing in a different pool” in
some way or possibly that victims are not well identified.

–However to check robustness we tried leaving these out altogether
and the results were scarcely different
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10,000 to 13,000 victims: subsequently…
▪ The figure hit front page headlines and was pivotal in bringing the issue to public
attention

▪ It didn’t just facilitate the passing of the Act but also provided a spur to action
▪ There’s now enormous public consciousness of the issue but of course a long way
to go

▪ Since the passing of the Act far more victims have come to light each year so it’s
clear that the figure is a very conservative estimate
▪ Theoretical work has produced methods that take account of the model choice in
finding confidence intervals
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Westminster Reporter (free city council
newsletter)

Oxford University’s Modern Slavery statement
though not all are as thorough
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In 2013 the total figure in the
Government’s National
Referral Mechanism was
2744.
It seems unlikely there’s been
an increase in underlying
prevalence; it is probably all
due to increased awareness.
Of course, the NRM figure
will only ever be partial so
it’s now obvious that the
original figure was
extremely conservative
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Though the method has remained controversial
One of the greatest challenges within human rights is the estimate
or measurement of human rights violations, which are often hidden
from view. In the case of modern slavery, estimating the number of
victims, even roughly, has only recently been possible. For countries
with a higher prevalence of slavery, random sample surveys have
proven useful, but until the application of MSE there was no
equivalently reliable way to measure slavery victims in the richer
countries that have lower prevalence. Before MSE there was simply
no reliable way to measure slavery in many locations. Appropriate
estimation can support appropriate policy and law enforcement
responses, and that means saved lives and crimes halted. This
statistical argument is simply a brick in the foundation of an
informed and effective response to modern slavery.
Vincent et al. (2020) (five authors who have used the same method in various contexts)
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Difficulties in developing the
methodology
▪ It’s recognised that you can do better if you include covariates in the analysis but there are (to
my knowledge) no real data sets available in the public domain for researchers to develop their
methods---and precious few that give even the amount of detail given above
▪ This is entirely understandable because of privacy concerns
▪ The safety of individual victims is paramount and many agencies are extremely reluctant to
share data (and some are simply not allowed to)
▪ Simulation studies and theoretical analysis are all very well but they will mostly only tell you
about data that actually follow the model, rather than helping to understand in what ways real
data don’t
▪ Getting any sort of “ground truth” is in practice impossible
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A vulnerability model: the Global Slavery Index
Surveys in 48 countries (none in) are correlated with “vulnerability measures” and then extrapolated to
other countries . The surveys were focused on countries with high expected prevalence and/or large
populations; none were in North America, Western Europe, or richer parts of Asia. Respondents were
asked whether they or their immediate family had been subjected to forced labour or forced marriage.
For details see Diego-Rosell & Joudo Larsen (2018)
▪ The vulnerability measures were broadly as follows:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Governance, including areas such as political instability and regulatory quality.
Nourishment and Access, including areas such as undernourishment and social safety net.
Inequality, including measures such as being able to come up with money.
Disenfranchised Groups, including treatment of immigrants and other minorities.
Effects of Conflict, including impact of terrorism and displaced persons.

▪ The prediction intervals are extremely wide (e.g. from less than nothing to 4 million for the USA)
▪ For the UK, the method produces a prevalence estimate of 0.38% with a standard error of 0.31%.
(Similar figures for other Western European countries).
▪ Overall the approach is arguably better at identifying risks and vulnerabilities than it is for estimating
prevalence
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Natural language processing of documents
▪ West Midlands Police have analysed police documents, work published by Centre for Social
Justice.
◦ Use machine learning/natural language processing (NLP) to analyse lengthy police documents, both crime
reports and intelligence logs
◦ Their approach suggests that as many of 90% of cases are not actually flagged as Modern Slavery
◦ Work is still ongoing. The algorithms are quite simple and involve looking for words like “slavery” or
“trafficking” in the records. It remains unclear how as many of 9 out of 10 cases are missed where these
words are actually used in the police report or intel log.

▪ Again, this approach suggests a total number of cases in the UK in the hundreds of thousands
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Network scale-up method
▪

Ascertain from respondents how many people they know in general. It is best to do this through
categories (e.g., immediate family; birth family; people in your class; close friends; people known
through hobbies/recreation; people known through faith-based organizations; people known from your
neighbourhood; people known through others; childhood friends etc.);

▪

Then ascertain from respondents how many implicated individuals (victims and traffickers) and
households they know;

▪

Determine the number of individuals in each personal network who have been trafficked and scale this
up based on the total population.

▪

This is the summation method. An alternative is the known population method, described as follows:
“Each respondent is asked about the number of people they know in various populations of known size.
For example, if a respondent in Egypt reports knowing five people named Ahmed, one could combine
that with the fact that there were about 2 million men named Ahmed in the country (using birth
registration data from 2008). We could estimate that the respondent knows about 5/(2 000 000) =
0.0000025 of all Egyptians. As there are approximately 90 million Egyptians (from census data), we
would estimate that the respondent has a personal network size of 225. To reduce the variance of this
estimate, we ask about many populations of known size.”
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Discussion points
▪ On the scale of “hard to count” populations, the number of victims of Modern Slavery is even
harder to count than many others (deaths in conflicts, intravenous drug users, etc.)
▪ As statisticians we have educated people to expect point estimates and confidence intervals:
hence the 10k to 13k figure

▪ It’s easy to criticise the use of any particular model or figure: see the Discussion of my 2020
JRSS-A paper and the subsequent paper Vincent et al. (2020)
▪ So what should be our ethical position? Say nothing till we can say everything? Or state clearly
our modelling assumptions etc and rely on George Box: “All models are wrong, but some are
useful”.
▪ FN was fundamentally wrong in pushing “hygiène” vs “contagion” but nevertheless saved the
lives of millions……..is there any analogy with our statistical conundrum over Modern Slavery?
▪ How can and should statistics (however flawed) influence public policy?
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